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Message:  
 
Hi SETI,  
 
I just made another drawing of Hamish my Dragon Turtle from Alpha Draconis. 
http://orionmindproject.com/pic/Hamish20140117bg.bmp  
 
The aliens hide by inhabiting another parallel universe, they say the atoms sway slower in their universe, 
and sway fasters in ours, that is how these two places, with atoms, are entirely separate and out of reach 
by touch and sight.  
 
In the picture you see Hamish from the back and above. He is a prominent fire engine red color. The neck 
is long and tubular, and the face with eyes, nostrils and mouth sits at the blunt front end of the tube 
without there being any kind of "head".  
 
I don't like to tell them, I like Harry Potter movies. - says Hamish now 
And no, my head is not blunt. - Hamish 
Say Hello! I said. - Thuban holler, Thuban is a white "praying mantis whale", see my website for Thuban 
page and drawings 
Hey guys. Do you want to talk to SETI? They are people who are looking for aliens from space. - me 
They don't want to see my pictures I said. - Hamish 
Don't you want them to see your pictures? - me 
I don't have that. - says Hamish and ahem he shows me himself with his white penis out 
 
I have to explain what Hamish just did, if I can. There is a problem with fertility in his species, that is what 
he probably meant by "not having that". Also, typically his penis is kept on the inside of his body entirely 
invisible, but he can have it out at will. He isn't ashamed of showing it like a human would be, so he was 
probably just talking about his fertility, I think.  
 
Anyhow. Yeah and Hamish loves Harry Potter movies. I don't. He is also a clever Dragon, he knows I am 
writing to someone about him. I am not imagining 
 
I do not have any underwear. So they can look at it. - Hamish says, the first sentence in my other 
language 
 
He just said that SETI - the people I am writing to - can look at his penis if they want to.  
 
*sigh* Hamish. - me, interrupted 
I don't need to be corrected. - Hamish says 
Hamish, humans feel embarrassed if people talk about their genitals. And then they are also going to get 
upset with me because I write that and they are going to throw this letter in the trashcan. Don't talk about 
your privates Hamish. - me 
 
Hamish is a bright fire engine red color, and along the back of his long tubular neck are two neat rows of 
perfectly spaced orange blunt bumps. Hamish has said to me that those "signify royalty". Some other 
Reptilians of other subspecies have two blunt bumps on the forehead, but Hamish has them running 
along the entire long neck. I must say, looking at Hamish's back of the neck has a very strong emotional 
response in me as the observer. Butterflies have their colored wings to scare off predators with the 
patterns and coloration. When you see Hamish's neck and those colors and bumps, it has a profoundly 



perplexing effect on me. It is in part scary, but above all it leaves me baffled and even feeling somewhat 
hypnotized. It may be there to deter attackers from biting into his neck.  
 
Another thing. We humans have clearly defined heads 
 
I also have a torso, tell them that. And, about my body, that is not weak. - Hamish 
And I have my nest here. - Hamish adds, indicating to his nest of shedded scales built on the bathroom 
rug in our bathroom 
I will tell them. - me 
We are not good-looking. - Hamish says 
I think you are. - me 
You said I am perplexed, about me. - Hamish 
Well, ... - me 
You also said about butterflies, about me. - Hamish 
AND MY NEST OF EGGS I SAID!!!! - Hamish in a sudden tantrum 
Yes yes Hamish. There there now. Ok. - me 
We are not with butterflies anymore! - Hamish 
Ok. Sorry I said butterflies. My Honored Dragon Scales. - me, now he calmed down, slumped down and 
his upper eyelids closed a bit in an expression of smile 
 
We humans have a prominent head and our faces are large and meant to be looked at. Meanwhile 
Hamish's face is utmost tiny, proportionally "way too small", and somewhat hidden away. Instead, he has 
the orange bumps along his neck, and that large turtleshell cushion on his back that are meant to get an 
onlooker's attention instead. The backhump is a soft fleshy cushion and when you see Hamish, it is the 
backhump that draws in your attention. You are not meant to look at his face, nor to read any facial 
expressions. You are meant to see that his orange bumps signify that he is "royalty", and you are meant 
to "honor his power" when you see his imposing back hump.  
 
Humans show faces, which show personality and emotions. Dragon Turtles show royalty, status, and 
power. Interesting, huh?  
 
Hamish loves to "sport" his backhump, he often deliberately shows it to me, and he has even told me to 
"honor his back hump". Along the back hump grows a row of black thorns, probably a visual sign of 
power, or perhaps also for actual protection against an attacker. Hamish's black thorns are plucked out, 
because he is not allowed to "show too much power" he says, and they grow back out slowly like human 
fingernails would. Here is a picture of Yellow Turtle who had his perfect row of black thorns intact: 
http://www.orionmindproject.com/pic/2013September06Turtle.bmp 
 
On the back hump and also on the forearms grow orange bumps of various sizes, Hamish calls these his 
"goosebumps" and he has said that "his father also had those". Hamish's father was a yellow Dragon 
Turtle, and his mother was a red one. Neither of his parents are alive. Hamish often remembers his 
forefathers and he misses them. Hamish has many children of his own, but he won't tell me more about 
them. He also has a red Dragon Turtle girlfriend and they make nests of eggs perhaps twice a year. 
Hamish mates by having the lady on the floor on her tummy and he stands on her lower back and steps 
with his flat red duck feet up and down up and down slowly on her back, massaging the back, during 
intercourse.  
 
In fact, Hamish does the same stepping behavior on shedded sheets of his scales. Hamish sheds scales, 
his skin turns white and then peels off in large sheets. This is traumatic for Hamish, still even though he is 
an old individual they say, and he feels very self-conscious and agitated about shedding his scales. 
(Good God the first time he turned white all over I thought he was sick and dying, then to my greatest 
relief two days later he reemerged bright red and I found out that he had shedded.) Hamish is reluctant to 
part from his shedded scales, he keeps them here in the other parallel universe and stores them on the 
bathroom rug, and he has built a nest out of this. He spends most of his time standing right there on the 
nest, or laying down on the scales.  
 



Hamish likes to step with his feet up and down up and down on those scales, and he also rubs them 
between his ankles. He once told me that he masturbates on those scales, and then I realized the 
stepping looks exactly like the behavior of mating. He also says that if he steps on the scales then it 
makes the sheets smooth and soft. Hamish also dips the sheets in water because he says if they dry out 
then they break. He does that a lot and says he is "washing his scales". If I am in the bath tub he 
sprinkles some little bits of scales into my bath water. I can see him and what he is doing though not with 
my plain eyesight.  
 
Hamish is not imaginary. He can lift me up and throw me. I was once thrown across the air with 
impressive strength and agility by another Reptilian. Every now and then Hamish lays himself over me in 
bed and throws me around to remind me of his power. I just think it's great to be tossed around by a red 
Dragon Turtle, also he is my best friend so I giggle.  
 
Hamish? Say something to SETI who are reading this letter about you. Tell them about who you are. - me 
YES-NO Butterflies! - Hamish says 
 
Yes-No means "No". It took me forever to figure out what Yes-No meant, but it is plain and simple "No".  
 
Hamish? Tell SETI about Hamish and your race and scales. - me 
My tummy wants to eat eggs. - says Hamish, "eggs" in my native language 
That is why we are here. - Hamish 
 
They take my eggs, have those fertilized and made into hybrids with Thuban or Zeta alien DNA, and 
Hamish gets to eat some of those children.  
 
Tell them more? About Hamish. What does Hamish like to do? - me 
We like to say No. - Hamish says elegantly 
Why No? - me 
Yes-No, butterflies. - Hamish 
No more butterflies. I have taken them away. Talk about your home? Where are you from? Your home 
planet, what does it look like? - me 
It has been desolated. There are no ones there left. - Hamish says 
Why not? Who did that? I am sorry to hear that Hamish. - me 
They wanted to have it as their castles. So they wanted us to be hurt. THERE WAS AN INVASION I 
SAID! - Hamish 
I know. The Alpha Thetans. - me 
They wanted to take my tails off. - Hamish 
I will kill them for saying that! I would defend you with my life. I will protect you Hamish. You are my 
Honored Dragon Turtle. I will protect you, no one can hurt my Hamish. I love you Dragon Turtle. I love 
you. And I love your race. - me 
You are my flowers here, my buttercups. - Hamish, flowers is a reference to genitals and of taking the 
eggs and making food out of them 
What are some of your favorite things? - me 
I like dominance, and about my race. - Hamish 
Why do you like dominance? - me 
AND ABOUT MY RACE, I said! - Hamish 
What do you like about your race? What about your race? - me 
They are dominant. - Hamish 
Why is dominance a good thing? Does it make you feel good? Why dominance? - me 
It means power. - says Hamish or possibly Dark Lord in the other language 
.. What else do you like? What things does Hamish like? - me 
I like flowers and buttercups. And, ligaments. - Hamish 
Ligaments? Ligaments. Why ligaments? What? - me 
There aren't any buttercups for me. - Hamish 
Why do you like buttercups? - me 
They are ligaments for me. - Hamish 



What are you talking about. I don't understand. Hamish? Tell us what you DON'T like? What do you not 
like? - me 
I don't like wars, and terrorism. Because we have some of those here. - Hamish 
Why do you have them? - me 
My buttercups. - Hamish 
My Hamish. - me 
 
He is a cutie.  
 
You are not our dog, said Alpha Theton. - Dark Lord said about me, they say "dog" meaning "inferior 
race" 
 
If you want you can meet Hamish for yourself. You can see and talk to him and have him toss you and 
show power. He is a gentle Turtle Sock (I call him Sock Turtle because his face looks like a Sock Puppet 
Head) and he is so much fun to have around all day.  
 
Hamish? Say something to SETI who are looking for you? They want to see you and hear you. - me 
Tell them that I am not dominant over them, yet. - Hamish 
 
Facepalm. That's Hamish for you.  
 
I was not their dog, I said. - black Reptilian or Dark Lord about not being "inferior" with regard to you guys 
 
Eva and Hamish 
www.orionmindproject.com 

 


